
Ridgewood Municipal Alliance Meeting Minutes 
Friday, December 3, 2021 
9:30am to 10:30am 
Zoom Meeting  

Attendance:  Sheila Brogan, Marianny Fermin-Cornelio, Danielle Pagani, Glen Sherman, Jeff Nyhuis, P.O. Sean Amoruso, 
Mary Micale, Deanna Schablik, Heather Wilke, Sgt. Michael Lembo, Kevin Feeley, Elisabeth Lucas, Chief Jacqui Luthcke 

Sheila welcomed everyone and since there were some new people on the call, she asked to do a round robin of 
introductions.   She also announced that the meeting was being recorded. 

Updates on the grant:   

Sheila announced the total monies for the grant of $4507.18 

Community Education:  Glen Sherman reported about updates required for the website.  At this time, we are 
utilizing Dreamweaver. It has become difficult to use and requires programming skills.   He explained that 
Sheila, Deanna, and he have been talking about moving to a more “user friendly” software.   A simpler 
drop/drag software would help and the website needs a facelift.  Hostpapa, that we use now, offers a more user 
friendly program/website builder, which we are looking to use moving forward.  Glen was able to get a refund 
for the Dreamweaver program, which will be used towards a new software program.  Sheila explains that the 
use of the website is to get information out, as well as be a resource for parents.  It is a work in progress, and he 
will work on updating the website over the holidays.   

Vaping: Jeff reported that the vape detectors are working at the high school.  Once or twice a week they are 
going off. However, the incidences of vaping are fewer since the detectors were installed. It is being monitored 
closely.  Sheila asked about numbers at the high school – Kevin Feeley explained that there is more regressive 
behavior in regards to socialization vs. the number of vaping usage.  A handful of students at the high school are 
vaping and say that it is a clinical problem, and not socially normal.  He is looking to Care Plus to assist in a 
possible conversation on Nicotine Cessation.  That would fall under the contract they have with the 
BOE.  Sheila asked if there has been an increase in alcohol or marijuana use.  Each year we receive data from 
Valley Hospital, so will seek Liz Lucas to report on that in the near future. 

Kevin stated that due to in-person football games, marijuana use seems to have increased slightly.  Kevin 
explained that students are carrying the product, so the perception of being “socially normal” to have it is out 
there.  P.O. Amoruso stated that they have not seen an increase in use at this time.  Sgt. Lembo added that since 
it is getting colder, parties have moved indoors, so they do not hear about them as much.  But local stores are 
selling vapes to underage kids, so the police department monitors them and the gas stations.  Unfortunately, at 
least one person at each football game has been taken to the hospital for being under the influence.  Students are 
pre-gaming.  Jeff stated that when students are suspected of being under the influence, the school is obligated to 
seek medical attention, and students are not allowed back to school until cleared by a doctor. 

Kevin statied that a vaping program is worthwhile and Tim Shoemaker will be used to speak to 7th graders.  We 
will need assistance from Federated to help fund a program with Tim Shoemaker.  Approximately $600 from 
Federated HSA would be needed.   Mary Micale will invite Kevin Feeley to the next Federated meeting and 
discuss $600 request with them. Kevin said that it would include a parent meeting too.  Sheila would like to see 
an in-person meeting with the kids, and an in-person with the parents.  And have the ability to show his 
presentation for up to 10 days virtually for parents unable to attend. 

RHS Prevention:  $1800 to use for consultants on prevention.  Kevin will set up leadership meetings with Jim 
Stroker and students.   Kevin would like to have him speak to students from Asian Fest, Deca, and other leaders 



of clubs outside of the sports captains, and have meetings with these 50 to 60 students about alcohol prevention, 
so they can filter down to peers in their groups.   

Deanna will have Jim Stroker come in to the Stable to “pre-sign” the vouchers, so that process will go quicker 
for the 5 or 6 dates that he will be meeting with students.  An evaluation needs to be included   

The Civic Youth Corps has assisted in multiple events for the community center.  Worked with Liz Lucas, from 
Valley Hospital as well as Tim Monohan and the GWE Green Team Club in October. 

6th Grade Social had 40 registered.  Had fun playing good old board games with cupcake decorating.  

7th/8th Grade Social had 17 registrations on November 12th.  
Students at both events were fantastic in regards to wearing masks and having fun! 

Chief Luthcke stated that she is impressed with how well we work in regards to our programs for everyone with 
the grant.  She will get the information requested in regards to data from the SROs. 

Sheila and Deanna spent some time on the self-assessment requested from the county.  Q2 report will be 
worked on soon. 

Danielle Pagani reported updates on the vaccine clinic for 5-11 year olds have been very successful.  Cards of 
Joy through Stigma Free being promoted so please if you can, fill out cards so they can be sent to those who 
need some cheering up at the holidays.  Jeff Nyhuis  sent the information to Andrea Watson of the Freshman 
Focus group so they should be receiving approximately 400 cards shortly.  They also stated that they can assist 
with educational programs on smoking cessation. 

Next meeting on Zoom, Friday, March 4th. 

Respectfully Submitted, 
Deanna M. Schablik, CPRP  

 

  

 

  

 


